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introduction

This paper is concerned with the factors affecting Chinese EFL learner's

accuisition in the Department of Foreign Languages at Tianjin institute of

Technology.The author will try to point out how these factors could create

psychological distance which will hinder Chinese EFL learner's language lear-

ning process,and try to determine why those factors have such an effect.Some

other reasons will also be taken into consideration.To deal with those factors,

some suggestions have been made,which have been proved tc be useful,helpful and

effective in the Department of Foreign Languages at Tianjin Institute of Tech-

nology.

1.Fsychological Distance

While teaching English in China,l find that even within the same language

environment,some Chinese EFL learners acouire their target language better or

faster than others.Although everyone has the same innate processing mechanisms,

certain psychological factors affect how much individual learners use each pro-

cessor.The factors which create psychological distance between the Chinese EFL

learners and the speakers of their target language are affective in nature.They

involve such issues as the resolution of language shock,culture differences,

culture background knowledge,motivation and ego permeability.

1.1.Language Shock

Nearly all of the EFL learners didn't have the real chance to have communi-

cation with the speakers of their target lanpuage.They didn't have the systematic

training they needed in high school.When they came to our department,they began

experiencing a conletely new English language learning environment and having

some courses by native sreakers of their target language.Then they would be

haunted by doubts as to whether their words and sentences accurately reflected

their ideas or meanings.ln addition,they are sometimes confronted with the target

language words and sentences which carry with them images and meaning which they

inter[ret differently than do native speakers of their target language.At the

same time,the narcissistic gratification to which the learners are accustomed to

in the use of their native language--Chinese,is lost,when they attempt to speak

or write in the target lanpuage.Because almost all the EFL/ESL learners are

underdogs,when they seak the target laneuage,they have apprehension about appea-

ring comic,childlike,foolish and they are shy,ntrvous,thus they are likely to
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make errors and "they have high filters and sc receive little input and allow

ever less in."(Krashen F.26?..)

Therefore EFL learners should try to surmount the psy-bological obstacles as

well as the cultural differences while learning the target languape,which is

also one of the aspects of psychological distance.

1.2.Culture Differences

Elsewhere in the EFL/ESL methodology literature,Rivers(1963)recommends that

the strcng bond between culture and language must be maintained for the student

to have a complete understanding of the meaning of language.She believes that

differences in values and attitudes are the main sources of problems in foreign

language learning.Culture-specific values can be significant factors in compre-

hension if the values expressed by the speaker of the target language differ from

the values held by the Chinese EFL learner. Some EEL learners have limited know-

ledge of the culture differences between their native language ano the target

lanPuape.They find their problem-solving mechanisms do not work well in the target

language learning;when they are used,they do not get the accustomed results.Cn

the other hand,especially the freshmen have been used to being taught in the way

of 'feeding the duck';thus they could not cope with the culture differences in

the target language learning as well as the new learning situation in our depart-

ment where they should rely on themselves in the language learning.l find that

this situation causes psychological stress and anxiety.TheEF learner whc is

uncomfortable in this situation is more likely to be lonely,frustrated and unhappy.

The resultant mental state can produce a kind of syndrome rejection which diverts

attention and energy from target language learning.Thus students are more likely

to have difficulties in target language learning or to be unsuccessful EFL lear-

ners.Two dropouts and three unsuccessful EFL learners have been observed to have

the abovementioned psychological problems in our department.

1.3.Culture Background Knowledge

As Coady pointed out,background knowledge becomes an important variable when

we notice, as many have,that students with a Western background of some kind

learn English faster on the average,than those without such a background.(Coady.

1979:7)

The role of culture background knowledge in EEL learning and teaching has
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been often neglected.ln our department there were no such courses concerned

with the Western culture,history,politics etc.three years ago.But comprehen-

ding a text either s.oken or written is an interactive process between the

EFL learner's background knowledge and the text.Efficicnt comprehension re-

cuires the ability to relate the tekial material to Chinese EEL learner's

own knowledge.ln recent years sc:e measures have been taker to solve this

problem:for example,the freshmen and the sophomores in our department have

been learning Hnglish using the Communicative English For Chinese Learners

by Li Xiaoju,which a:peals to both the EFL learners and teachers in our de-

partment.They also enjoy some courses such as the Selected Readings of Bri-

tish And American Literature,the Introduction To Britain And The USA,and

Newspaper Reading.Hundred percent of them say they like thP CECL Core Course

and the abovernentioned courses as well.They do need such knowledge of their

target language.

Comarehendinp words,sentences and entire text involves more than just re-

lying on one's linguistic knowledge.But as matter of fact,nearly all of the

Chinese EFL learners tend to have linguistic Knowledge emlhasized because

they were,they are and certainly they will be challenged by most of their

EFL teachers in China.As a result,the role of background knowledge has been

neglected.As Anderson et al pointed out,"every act of comprehension involves

one's knowledge of the world as well"(Anderson et al 1977:369).Because of

this,when they listen and read,their listening and reading comprehension will

be affected,and when they speak and write,misunderstanding way oocur,for the

same words or expressions may not mean the same thing to the listener and

the reader of the target language.As Deng and Liu put it(Language & Culture

P.2),because of culture differences,a serious Question may cause amusement or

lauphter,a harmless statement may cause displeasure or anger.Therefore,jokes

by a foreign s;eaker may be received with blank faces or stony silence.Yet

the stories in the speaker's own country would leave audience holding their

sides with laughter.Conseouently,the EFL learner sometimes does not dare tc

speak to the native speaker cf the target language or even his peers. He is

afraid of being laughed at or looked down upon.The EFL learner,in attempting

to find a cause for his disorientation aid frustration,may reject himself and
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the activities concerned with target language learning.He may try to avoid

speaking with the native s!eakr of his target language or may even give up

his target language learning.Cne EFL learler in our department was absent

from school for long time,A4as pretending t7) be sick. He did not speak with

his peers or his teachers even in his native language.As a result,he failed

in his study and had to leave our lnstitute.Accordincr to my statistics,5%

of the freshmen in our department fail in their reading , listening and

speaking.Ninety lercent of them say that they have these kinds of problems

concerned with cultural differences and cultural background knowledge.Ten

percent of them report that they had felt rejection,frustration and stress

especially during the first few weeks of the first semester.

I.A,P.otivation

2liotivat'i.on relates to the goals of Chinese EFL learning,in terms of psy

chological disiance.The inte-ratively motivated learner would seek maxiumum

proxmity in order to meet and talk with the speaker of the target language.

As Cardner and Lambert rointed out (1973),an instrumentally motivated learner

would achieve a level of psychological solidarity,that'would be only commen

surate with his instrumental goals.Conseouently,if the Chinese EFL learner's

goal were merely instrumental,he might maintain a good deal of c'sychological

distance between himself and the speakers of the target language.

The motivation of the EFL learner in our department is instrumental.What

is more,according to my investigation,English was not their first choice.For

55% of them say their first choice was to go to some other noted universities

or colleges for some srecialties they were interested in.They had to come to

our department because their first choice had been rejected;otherwise they

would have to wait for another year for the entrance examination.Two years

ago 1 asked 45 EFL students won their graduation if they were really inte

rested in their target language learning.Cnly nine of them gave me a posi

tive answer. ;lost of them learn English for the purpose of seeking for good

jobs in joint ventures to make more money or for improving their social sta

tus.Some of them chose J,.nglish because of the pressure such as examslgoing

to further study,or the persuasion and encouragement from their parents,
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friends and relatives.Some of them say they chose to study English because

foreign language learning now is fashionable.The Handball class ,for examile,

say they chose English sinly because they think English is easy to learn,

ann they night find good jobs upon their graduatinn.Those instrumentally moti-

vated EFL learners cannot devote their time and energy to their learning.

When they have some difficulties in their language learning,they are likely

to be downhearted or frustrated;thus their language learning gill be influen-

ced.

Since all of the EFL learners are instrumentally motivated in our department,

further analysis is quite neccessary.

1.4.1.Individual Differences

Some EFL learners believe since they have been admitted,there would be no

use of hardworking because the 'iron Rice Bowl' system does exist,which gua-

rantees emy_loyment but kills initiative and therefore they would not study

very hard.Some say the system of allocation of jobs is irrespective of their

performance,therefore there is no use worrying about it so long as one has a

Food father or connection with someone who has some influence.Families can

use their connection to find good jobs for their graduated sons and daughters.

As a result,some of them are very lazy's-ending most of their time dancing,

dating,playing hajiang,cards or chess and even fooling around in the campus,

Some go in for doing business outside or inside the school.Some of them have

to cheat on exams indicating that they have little confidence in themselves

and their abilities.As one of them put it 'Where there is a will,there is a

way'.In fact their way of cheating is really sophisticated.Three years ago

5(X of them would be found to cheat on exams.Cheating in our department tends

to be down now for some measures have been taken.But it does exist and it does

seem to be linked to the EFL learner's motivation.

Com:aratively si.eaking ,those who want to a- ply for postgraduate study,

pass TGEFL or GRE or win a scholarship or work in joint ventures,are highly

motivated EFL learners and very successful in their study indeed.Recently

because of some restrictions of going abroad,there is an evidence to show

their motivation tends to change.

1.4.2.Cther Reasons
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Recently it has been very difficult for some undergraduates to find some

good career simply because they are females.Seventy five percent of. all the

EFL learners are females in our department.In the past two years even the

male students have been facing the challenge of finding good careers,except

those who have connections.This has had a great impact on the learners at

school especially those would-be undergraduates. post of them are downhearted

and even the highly motivated EFL learners have been influenced.Apart from

thisoocial factors may also be taken into account.

1.5.Social Factors

Social factors may also create rsychological distance.The learning and

academic atmosphere of a class,a department,a university and even that of the

whole society is likely to affect the Chinese EFL students' learning.The

students know many people who have become nouveaux riches without receiving

higher education.Some of them used to be their former school mates in high

school.When the students are asked what they would prefer to do upon their

graduation,eighty five percent of them say they want to do business rather

than become interrters or white collar workers.No one wants to become a

teacher in the future.

1.6.Ego Permeability

Another source of Fsychological distance may be the relative rigidity of

the learner's ego boundaries(Cuiora,1972)Some experinmental evidence indicates

that people who have ego permeability,i,e,thu ability to partially and tem-

porarily give up their separateness of identity,are better second language

learners.This essential psychoanalytical concept is intuitively appealing

and provides another rerspective from which the concept of psychological

distance can be understood.Ninety five percent of the EFL learners in our

department cannot partially or temp orarily give up their separateness of

identity,for their introversion has been preventing them from doing so.The

rest 5% will belong to the extroverted learners who learn more rapidly and

are more successful than the introverted ones.I also noticed that extroverted

learners in our department find it easy to make contact with the speakers of

their target language and other users.of the target language therefore they

will obtain more input.Krashen ,(1981 a)for instance,argues that an outgoing

rersonality may contribute to acquisition.The classroom EFL learner may also
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benefit a lot from being extroverted by getting more practice in using the

target language.' do find some EFL learners' improvement in their oral fluen-

cy and it is correlating significantly with extroversion are introversion.

AS one of the EFL learners remarked,"At first,' was very tenSe:A blank in

my mind,being afraid of looking at the audienc-!,legs tren;bling,later on,'

felt better.l could look at my classmates from time to time,and thoughts

came to my mind again.' hole this kind of traing would be continuednvenne,

another EFL student also had the same feeling;"At the beginning,' felt vary

nervous and my foreign teacher also said it was very hard to catch my meaning.

But after half year's training,' have made progress in my oral English and

can speak comparatively understandable English in front of a lot of people.

1 think this improvement Flays a basic part in raising my English standard".

1.7.Self-consciousness

Self-consciousness is very much related to EFL learning developmental'

things being eoual,the self-conscious learner is more likely to be unsuccess-

ful one.I believe that high anxiety levels and tendency to be introvert are

connected with his unsuccessful foreign language acquisition.He is not eager

to try new and unrredicable experience and is unwilling to guess before know-

ing for sure,and he seldom seeks out situations that require real communica,

tion in the target language.These EFL learners in our department have been

observed to find language learning relatively dull and rainful,and they learn

the target language slowly.They have the disadvantage of fearing rejection

or being laughed at.When they make s!eech errors,they are likely to be thrown

into personal turmoil.They are inactive in class and when they have some pro-

blems in the target language learning,they tend to avoid arpealing to authori-

ty(asking the nativ,2 speakers).lnstead they pretend not to have such rroblems.

As a result,they may be possessed with an amount of problems which have been

accumulated daily.The filter of the self-conscious learner has a smaller screen

campared with those who are self-confident.ln addition,self-conscious learners

are hampered by the conscious operation of the monitor because they are so

worried about how they appear.

They are the monitor over-users who monitor all the time.honitor overusers

are constantly checking their outrut with their learned conscious knowledge

of the target language.As a result,they speak heisitantly,often self-correct

in the middle of utterance,and are so concerned with correctness that they
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have difficulty in sneaking with any real fluency.There may be two causes

fcr over-use of the monitor.jver -use may derive from learning without ac-

quieition.Some one who had only formal exposure to a foreign or second

language in grammar based classes may have little acquisition to rely on

and rimy have no choice but to be an over-user. This is because of the fact

that their previous learning in high school is grammar-based type and the

grammar - Translation Iv.ethod is still dominating in the teaching field in

China.Aurft,Letype may be related to oersonality.These over-users are learners

who have no faith in their acquired competence.Such EFL learners speak very

little and speak slowly because they tend to try to recall and use gramn

rules before speaking.

There are still many factors influencing Chinese EFL learner's acquisition

such as a!titudes,class size,classroom climate,teaching style;for examile,

the EFL learner's previous experience or ex:osure to a particular teaching

style is also a very important factor.The personality characteristics of

previous teachers,esrecially those considered valuable by the learner,will

tend to accustom learners to a particular teaching style.I observe that lear-

ners who are secure and independent,more flexible,with more self-insight,and

better able to cope with ambiguity,tend to Frefer nondirective and other less

structured teaching approaches.I also notice that these learners who are

generally insecure,accustomed to high levels of control,and when they are

compulsive or from families where much control is imposed,they will be more

insecure with the unstructured circuistances of a democratic group than

they would be under a more structured autocratic teacher.

1 believe that as some factors influencing Chinese learner's acquisition

are dealt with,there may be some new ones.Factors affecting foreign language

learning and acquisition should never be neglected.Successful teaching does
/

not li,only in methodology of teaching,it also comes from many other factors

for which they are many to be said and I nave not even said them all.'Nithout

better understanding of the factors that influence the process of Chinese EFL

learner's language learning and acquisition,it would be irmossible for the

EFL teachers to teach effectively even if they have better teaching materials

or the best teaching pedagogy.ln order to find some means to change the
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unfavorable factors into favorable ones,in order to deal with those factors,

some suggestions have been made,which have been [rove° to be useful,he].pful

and effective in the Derartment of Foreign Languages at Tianjin Institute of

Technology.

2.SUCChST1CNS

1.Psychologically speaking,Chinese EFL learners need encouragement from

their teachers and their peers,especially at the first stage of their lear

ning.To motivate the learners,the teacher should help them define their

long term goals;give them the feeling that they can learn their target lan

guage well,i,e,ylease do not expect too much or too difficult from the

learners at first;take special care of those less able and inactive or
w;t1t,

introverted learners by providing them/activities in which they could achie

ve success.

2.Teachers should try to arouse the learners'curiosity about the English

speaking countries by introducing them with the different culture and the

culture background knowledge.

3.Teachers should recommend some books and novels concerning language,

culture,history etc. of the target language,which may help them feel that

they are accepted and recognised.

4.Gften hold English activities to challenge the EFL learners,such as

Speech Contests,Spelling Bees,etc.They will also benefit a lot by taking

part in English Week,English Corner.Lectures given by native speakers of

the target language may help the learner understand the culture differences

and enhance their understanding of the background knowledge.

5.Ask the introverted EFL learners to speak constantly in front of their

peers or to be in charge of some English activities such as putting on some

short English plays or chairing some discussions and seminars in their target

language.They should be given many chances to talk in class especially those

shy,nervous,introvErted and fieldindependent learners.

6.,The EFL learners should be encouraged to suggest some interesting topics

to discuss,to do a iroject,te give feedback.Each activity should have a spe

cific goal so learners will know when they are done and thus they will have
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a feeling of raking progress.

7.Ask them to devote most of their time tc learning bothloutside anc inside

the campus.hcourage them to have a strong desire to surpass their peers,tc

have a strong strive to communicate with their peers and teachers in their

target language.They should not be inhibited in oral expression.Difficult

Foals produce a higher level of performance than easy goals,but excessively

difficult Foals discourage performance. Specific goals produce more output

than general goals such as 'do your best'.

8.FFL teachers should not be- too fussy about the learner's errors,for n. king

errors is also a rrccess of learning the target language,and the learner should

have a correct attitude towards making errors in their target language lear

ning.So far as oral English is concerned, the more they talk,the more profi

cient they will become.lf they make errors in their oral communication, they

should continue speaking,provided no misunderstanding has been created.

9.A cualified EFL teacher must possess three basic cualities,English langua

ge skillsarofessional cometence and devotion to his work,a key factor.lf

a teacher has no desire to do a good job,no teaching, method can help him or

her.He must be devoted to his teaching and as well as to his EFL learners.
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